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Amelia was not in a good mood recently. Even though her family
background was normal, she was cute growing up, hence her parents did
everything they could to cultivate her.

Plus, she was very talented in singing and dancing. Therefore, she was
always the center of attention from junior high to senior high.

It was still the same even when she was at South River University, as
soon after, she became the person everyone would chase after.

She kept wandering between a few rich and handsome guys. She would
let them give her all kinds of gifts just so they could get her. Someone
even gave her a BMW sports car that cost hundreds of thousands.
However, she did not dare to accept this and would only ever accept
some of the clothes or bags.

After that, she would sell these gifts at low prices and get herself some

money.

Then, she thought about streaming and getting gifts from her viewers.

In just a few months, she got more than millions in gift bonuses. She was
overjoyed at the turn of events because this was much faster than selling
her gifts at low prices.

However, recently she realized that these people’s hearts were not on her
anymore. A few of them had already got themselves partners.

More importantly, one of her two ‘protectors’, Leo, was also going after
others.



She heard that over the past few days, he would bring Sarah to Golden
Leaf Hotel. This ignited a sense of urgency within her.

She knew this kind of relationship would not last. After all, they were not
fools. They had invested so much in her and they did not even get
anything substantive back, so it would be better to just go after others.

With that, she made a decision tonight to hint to those who were pursuing
her. As long as they could get o n Rank 1, then she would go on a date
with them.

She saw that one of her ‘protectors’ Leo was here while the other one,
Jacob Carter, was not here yet. If the both of them were here, she would
be able to make a fortune tonight.

When Leo heard Amelia’s response, he immediately started to steal Rank
1.

He looked at the total amount of gifts on Rank 1 and he saw it was 780
thousand bucks. It was all from Jacob.

He was at Rank 2 and he had spent about 400 thousand, which meant
that if he gave her another 400 thousand, he would be able to get Rank
1.

Of course, he had to do it without Jacob around.

He had given out more than two million of gifts over these two years.
However, he had only fooled around with a few small streamers with this

money.

Speak of the devil.

Jacob’s ID Jacob the Brave entered the stream at this moment.



His Level 380 account immediately pushed Leo lower down the rank the

moment he entered.

“Ames, I’m here!” Jacob immediately commented.

“Welcomme, Jacob! Thank you for your support!”

“Ames, I’m prepared today. I will definitely bring you on that date with
me.”

“Jacob, I’ll be waiting for you!”

Leo’s comment interrupted both of them.

“Jacob, old boy, I’m still here. Don’t be so proud yet. It will be
embarrassing for you if you fail.”

“Leo, old chap, I never saw you as my competition. Let’s see who’s the
stronger one now.”

Even though the two of them said that, their hearts were racing in their
chests. Their family backgrounds were almost the same and they were
not fools.

If they continued this, both sides would suffer. However, they had no
choice. When they thought about Amelia’s soft and weak body and her

seductive voice, the two of them felt as if they were given adrenaline

shots.

No more nonsense!

They started launching Super Rockets.

(Mr. Leo gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x1]



(Jacob the Brave gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x 1]

(Mr. Leo gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x66]
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